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It is with great pleasure that I introduce the 2022 Clerkship Guide that has been
compiled by the University of Newcastle Law Students' Association. We are proud of
the success that past students have had with clerkships and this success is partly
because of the very positive interactions that our law students have with one another.
Your capacity to support one another throughout your law school and later career
journey is also critical in terms of your success and we are very proud of the way in
which you work hard to share information, and talk about your Law School in a positive
way in a competitive employment market.
 
Within the pages of this Guide you will find useful advice, tips and illuminating material
that will help you develop your law career. I often have an opportunity to talk with
senior lawyers about what they are seeking in new employees and the key attributes
that seem most important include interest and engagement (a ‘spark’), great relationship
skills, a collaborative approach, curiosity, flexibility as well as developed
communication skills. All law firms know that as a Newcastle Law School Graduate you
will know the law and the ‘basics’.

WELCOME FROM
THE DEAN OF
NEWCASTLE LAW
SCHOOL
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It is important to recognise that clerkships
with big firms are not for everyone. These
arrangements will suit many of our
students however some of you will crave
different opportunities. Our graduates
remain in high demand across the justice
sector and many past graduates have
found jobs outside law firms.
 
Also, in 2021, a large number of our
students were successful in obtaining
positions as Associates, Tipstaves and
researchers with judges and this pathway
can also result in a very worthwhile start
to your law career. 
 
I encourage you to ‘think big’ and also
consider in-house organisational roles (in
government and in industry) as well as
the great clerkship opportunities that are
outlined in this excellent guide.
 
Best wishes from all us at Newcastle Law
School – we are with you and cheering
you on as you continue your law career
journey.

What gives you an extra edge is your
clinical experience, your positive attitude,
a great work ethic and personal values
that ensure that you can work with a range
of clients and people. Do think about
practical examples you can provide to
showcase your talent – we know that
your law school experience and life
experience will give you more to draw
upon than most. Please also do use our
skills and attributes brochure – it really
helps to demonstrate how Newcastle Law
School graduates stand out from others.
 
The shift to more contextual law
recruitment is, we know, already
benefiting many of our students with a
number of our past students attaining
excellent work opportunities each year
and the experience of applying can be
very useful – no matter what your future
career intentions are. A clerkship can give
you a great introduction to life in the law
and can enable you to think about where
and how you want to work in the future. In
addition, you can be introduced to some
brilliant legal minds and you have a
chance to more carefully ponder what
sort of lawyer you want to become by
working with some great legal talent.
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Welcome to the 2022 UNLSA Clerkship Guide!

Although the clerkship application and interview process may be unknown to you, we
hope that this guide provides you with an in-depth understanding of the clerkship

process. We also hope that this guide acts as a useful mechanism to assist your decision
making about applying for and accepting a clerkship.

 
We would like to extend our sincerest gratitude to all of our sponsors, as without their
support this guide would not be possible. A clerkship will provide you with worthwhile

experience in private practice, and will enable you to make invaluable connections
within the legal industry. Although the commercial law field can be intimidating, a

clerkship will provide you with significant opportunities to advance your career and
professional goals.

 
This guide will firstly provide an overview of clerkships, detailing the application and

interview process. The second section of this guide will provide you with tips for writing
your cover letter and curriculum vitae (CV). Thirdly, this guide will cover the interview

process and final stages of the clerkship application process. Finally, this guide will
provide specific advice for First Nations students applying for a clerkship.

 
We wish you all the very best in applying for a clerkship in 2022!

 

WELCOME FROM UNLSA
SPONSORSHIP PORTFOLIO 

Hollie Hughes Thomas McCarthy

Lola Hickey Gwen Devoy Olivia Shedden
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CLERKSHIP BASICS

Get a taste of working in commercial law at a
particular firm
Exposure to real matters and a structured learning
program
Build valuable networks and skills
Increase your chance of securing a graduate position

Monday 6 June: applications for summer clerkships
open
Sunday 3 July and Sunday 10 July: applications for
summer clerkships close
Wednesday 14 September: offers for summer
clerkships can be made 
Thursday 15 September: offers for summer clerkships
must be accepted or declined by 5.00pm

What is a clerkship?
A clerkship is paid work experience during the
penultimate year of law studies. Generally, clerkships are
offered by large commercial firms, government bodies
and professional services. Clerkship programs usually run
for 8 to 12 weeks during the summer break at the firm or
organisation’s office. 
 
Clerkships are a beneficial experience for students for a
number of reasons, including:

 
While clerkships are a fantastic opportunity for students,
clerkships are by no means the only opportunity available
for students to experience commercial or corporate law.
 
Key dates (dates are subject to change - view the
Law Society of NSW website for updates)

 
Overview of the clerkship process
The clerkship application process consists of seven
general steps. The steps vary in order and form from firm
to firm.
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Online applications 
Psychometric testing
Cocktail evening
First round interviews
Second round interviews
Cocktail evening
Clerkship offers



What are the firms looking for?
When it comes to selecting the ideal candidate, a firm will consider well-rounded
individuals with a diverse range of skills and experiences. When completing your
applications, consider which features will really make you stand out, such as: 
 
Grades
Firms will look at your academic transcript, so good grades can help you secure a
clerkship. However, if you are not entirely happy with your GPA, you should not be
deterred from applying! Your experience and extracurricular activities will also improve
your eligibility.
 
Work experience
This does not only mean legal work experience. Firms look at transferable skills from
hospitality, retail and other industry experiences. Ensure you include these learned work
skills in your CV. 
 
If you are enrolled in the Diploma of Legal Practice and have completed / are
completing your Practical Legal Training at the University of Newcastle Legal Centre,
you are considered a ‘Law Clerk’. You should include this in your CV as legal work
experience!
 
Extracurricular activities
If your grades aren’t your strongest selling point, be sure to mention your extracurricular
activities! These should be limited to academic activities, for example, overseas study,
UNLSA competitions, University volunteer work.
 
Interests outside of the law
This section should not be overlooked - this is what will make you personable to an
interview panel! Firms don’t only want someone who is the ideal candidate on the
academic front; they also want someone who they can have a chat with. You could
include sporting interests, social clubs or even some of your adventures travelling
overseas. 
 
Commercial awareness
It is important that you show your passion and interest in learning about the work that
commercial lawyers do. This does not mean that you need a business or commerce
degree; you just need to be eager to learn about the clients of the firm and the
particular pressures (financial, environmental, political or otherwise) that they face.
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Banking and finance
Competition and consumer law
Corporate
Construction
Dispute resolution and litigation
Employment
Environment and planning
Insurance
Intellectual property
Mergers and acquisitions
Real estate and project
Restructuring and insolvency
Taxation
Technology, media and telecommunications
Workplace health and safety

Practice groups
During a clerkship, firms usually conduct two rotations between
practice groups to ensure that all clerks obtain a well-rounded view
of the firm’s work. Specific practice groups will differ depending on
the firm, but common areas of practice include: 
 

 
You should apply to firms that have practice areas you are
particularly interested in. You can show your passion for particular
practice areas by researching the practice groups and tailoring your
application to demonstrate your specific interests. By mentioning
this in your cover letter, you can communicate your interests in
commercial law, thereby increasing the likelihood of securing a
clerkship.
 
 
Legal Vitae
The Law Society has launched a national jobs portal for students and
graduates. Legal Vitae is free for students and provides an
exhaustive list of clerkship opportunities across Australia. Visit: 
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APPLICATION
PROCESS

The process of applying for a clerkship differs across
firms, so it is important to familiarise yourself with the
application process for the firms you are specifically
interested in. However, most firms require you to
provide your Cover Letter, CV and Academic
Transcript. You may also be asked to answer questions
about your suitability for a clerkship at that particular
firm.
 
Where to start
 
Start early
As all firms have different procedures for clerkship
applications and interviews, researching processes and
relevant dates for clerkship applications is a great place
to start. Start your applications early so that you don’t
find yourself rushing to submit your application at the
last minute.
 
Research firms that interest you
Make sure that the firms you apply for actually interest
you! Genuine interest in a firm and their area of practice
can be highly advantageous and will set you apart from
other applicants. Make sure you understand what each
firm does, how they operate and their workplace
culture before applying for a clerkship. Use this
information in your application to stand out.
 
Talk to clerks
It is always a good idea to talk to people who have
successfully been through the clerkship application
process, as they can often provide you with detailed
insight into the clerkship process. Reach out to students
in their final year to ask them about their experience.
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COVER LETTER

Why are you interested in commercial
law?
Why are you interested in this particular
firm?
What makes you the ideal clerkship
candidate?

Recruitment teams spend limited time looking
through each clerkship application, so it is
crucial that you stand out from the start of the
application process. A cover letter is your
chance to make a great first impression and to
show the firm why you are the ideal candidate
for a clerkship. For your cover letter to grab
the attention of recruiters, it should address
four key questions:
 

 
Selection criteria
Employers may advertise clerkships with
reference to set selection criteria. The
selection criteria can include broad and
specific experience, education and skills, and
each of the criteria may be stipulated as
essential or preferred. 
 
To ensure your application is tailored to the
individual firm, make a list of keywords from
the selection criteria. Address each keyword
in your cover letter (and your CV). Keeping
your application on point will capture the
recruiter’s attention and will help them
understand how you would fit into the
clerkship position. 

Address the letter to the specified
contact person. If this is unclear, contact
the firm to find out who you should be
addressing. If you are unable to make
contact, address the letter to “the
Recruitment Team”.
Overall, ensure you demonstrate a
sincere interest in the clerkship. Make
sure you address the four key questions
and the specific selection criteria
(mentioned previously). The example
cover letter below acts as a scaffold to
show you how you can include this
substantive information. 
Check you aren’t missing any important
details and make sure your spelling,
grammar and punctuation is correct. If
time allows, it might be a good idea to
set the cover letter aside for a few days
before submitting it, or you could ask
someone else to proofread your cover
letter.
Send a PDF version - not a Word version.
PDFs are more professional and keep
formatting consistent.

Do not address the letter to “Whom it
may Concern” or “Dear Sir/Madam”.
Avoid sending generic cover letters to
lots of different firms. The recruitment
team will easily be able to identify that
you have not tailored your cover letter to
the specific firm, and your application
will likely be set aside. 
Do not mention any aspects of law if you
have no idea what it is about. You are
likely to get asked about it in an
interview.

DO:
Use a formal business letter format. It is
standard to keep it to one page. 

 
DON’T:
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Contact person name
Job title
Firm name
Address
 
Dear Mr/Ms [insert full name]
 
RE: Application for [insert firm name] Summer Clerkship 2022/2023
 
[Paragraph 1: introduction]
Introduce yourself to the firm by making a clear statement about who you are. Explain that you
wish to express your interest in the 2022/2023 Summer Clerkship program at their Sydney
office. Mention what year you are in, what you are studying or have studied (include any majors)
and your GPA.
 
[Paragraph 2: interest in the law]
Use this paragraph to explain why you are interested in commercial law. Be specific about your
interests in this area. In particular, if your second degree is especially relevant to this area of law,
you can explain why you think this background education makes you the ideal candidate.
However, you do not have to have a business or commerce degree. You should explain why you
think that this area is for you. 
 
[Paragraph 3: interest in the clerkship and the firm]
Highlight why you are applying for the clerkship and what attracts you to this specific firm.
Include any opportunities and challenges that the position presents and how you would like to
develop yourself in these areas. Refer to specific examples from the firm (including past clients,
recent cases and/or areas of law) and explain how you are passionate about these areas. You
should also mention if you have had any meaningful encounters with firm representatives and
what you took away from this.
 
[Paragraph 4: ideal candidate]
Explain why you are the ideal candidate for the clerkship. Demonstrate how you satisfy each
individual selection criteria by drawing upon your experiences. Supplement your curriculum vitae
(CV) by highlighting how you will add value to the firm. 
 
[Paragraph 5: conclusion]
Express your willingness and availability to meet and discuss the role further. Refer the reader to
other documents attached, such as your CV and other required documents.
 
Yours sincerely,
 
[Include a scanned/real signature here for a personal touch]
[Your name]
 
 

Example cover letter 
 

Please be aware that this example cover letter is intended to be used as a guide only! We
encourage you to use this example as a strong starting point, but to exercise your own good

judgement and adapt the content as you see fit. 

 Full name
Address

Email address
Phone number
LinkedIn profile

Date
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CURRICULUM VITAE

Your personal details - full name, phone number, address and email;
Education and training - brief overview of history, including your GPA, additional courses
and any academic awards that you have received;
A career overview - emphasise industry positions but include all experience as many skills
are transferable and can be an asset in a legal environment;
Extra-curricular activities - include University clubs and societies, mentoring programs,
academic competitions, fundraising, volunteering, musical instruments, sporting
achievements and independent overseas travel; 
Referees - aim for two professional referees who can comment on your work ethic and skill
base.

Reverse chronological order - present your most recent information first, before moving
backwards; 
Brief and concise - content should be straight to the point and provide a summarised
overview. Ensure that headings, subheadings and bullet points are used. The document
should be no more then two pages in length;
Professional presentation - the tone and layout should be correctly formatted, with
consistent fonts and spacing;
Reflect on target audience - tailor to your CV on the role you are applying for, with focus
on the skills and strengths appropriate to the position. Emphasise words such as
“negotiation”, “teamwork”, and “communication”;
Proofread - ensure there are no punctuation or spelling errors;
Referees - confirm with referees that it is acceptable to put their details down so that they
are prepared if called; 
Understand the content - ensure that you know your CV back to front and can answer any
questions that directly relate to it. Respond to the questions by referring to your noted
skills and experience. 

A curriculum vitae (CV) is a powerful self-marketing tool which enables you to showcase your
skills and attributes to a potential employer/firm. A CV that highlights your career aspirations,
skills and work experience, which is also formatted well, leaves a lasting impression on
potential employers, making your application shine! To create an immediate impression and
increase your chances of securing an interview, we have you covered in this section with some
information to help you write your CV.
 
The Contents

 
Helpful Tips and Tricks
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Example Curriculum Vitae 

Full name 
Address 

Phone number 
Email address 

LinkedIn link 
EDUCATION 
<Insert date(s)> 
Bachelor of Laws (Honours)/Diploma of Legal Practice  
University of Newcastle 
GPA: XX 
 
<Insert date(s)> 
<Other education>  
<Institution>   
<GPA: XX> 
 
AWARDS 
<Insert date(s)> 
<Scholarship Title>  
<Organisation / Company> 
 
<Insert date(s)> 
<Award Title>  
<Organisation Company> 
 
EXPERIENCE 
<Insert date(s)> 
<Title e.g. Paralegal>  
<Company>  
    <Short explanation of the role, including relevant skills> 
 
<Insert date(s)> 
<Title e.g. Research Assistant> 
<Company> 
    <Short explanation of the role, including relevant skills> 
 
<Insert date(s)> 
<Title e.g. Research Assistant> 
<Company> 
   <Short explanation of the role, including relevant skills> 
 
<Insert date(s)> 
<Title, e.g. Bartender>  
<Company> 
   <Short explanation of the role, including relevant skills> 
 
<Insert date(s)> 
<Title, e.g. Concierge>  
<Company> 
   <Short explanation of the role, including relevant skills> 
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Full name 
Address 

Phone number 
Email address 

LinkedIn link
 
 
EXTRACURRICULAR
<Insert date(s)> 
<Position e.g. Director of Publications> 
<Organisation / Company e.g. UNLSA> 
 
<Insert date(s)> 
<Position e.g. Student Mentor> 
<Organisation e.g. University of Newcastle> 
 
<Insert date(s)> 
<Competitor>  
<Event e.g. City 2 Surf> 
 
<Insert date(s)> 
<Volunteer Surf Lifesaving>  
<Organisation / Company e.g. Merewether Surf Club> 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
REFEREES
<Name>  
<Title/Position> 
<Organisation/Company> 
<Phone Number> 
<Email Address> 
 
<Name>  
<Title/Position> 
<Organisation/Company> 
<Phone Number> 
<Email Address> 

Example Curriculum Vitae 
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INTERVIEWS
If you’ve made it to the interview round then congratulations! 
 
This part of the clerkship application process is often the most stressful part for students
aiming to gain a clerkship role. Interview processes can also vary significantly between
firms, so try to gain some insight into specific firm interview processes if you can, such
as by talking to past applicants or doing some online research. Most firms will have two
rounds of interviews, and may also have information sessions and cocktail evenings. 
 
Although the interview process can be very daunting, with enough preparation you will
feel prepared for any question that your interviewers may ask. It is a good idea to
prepare some dot points that you can memorise and modify to use as responses to
interview questions. This can help you to give a considered response without any
awkward pauses.
 
Researching the firm, their values, culture and areas of practice can also provide great
talking points during your interview.
 
Remember, your interviewers are only human and have all done interviews themselves,
so they know how stressful they can be! If you need some time to think about your
response, try to remain calm and politely ask for a moment to consider your response.
 
Before your interview, make sure you pick an outfit that makes you feel confident and
comfortable. First impressions count, so try to be as kind and confident as you can.
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Common interview questions
 
Q: Can you tell us a bit about yourself?
 
A: Although this may seem like an easy question to answer, this can be surprisingly
difficult for a lot of people. It is a good idea to prepare an ‘elevator pitch’ for your
response to this question. Think of a way that you can sum up your interests, what you
currently do and where you want to go in your career. Make this ‘elevator pitch’ around
15 seconds, you want to be succinct and capture the interviewer's attention. 
 
Q: Why are you interested in a clerkship at this firm?
 
A: Here you want to demonstrate your interest in that particular firm and provide a
number of reasons for your interest. If you’ve done some research on the firm, this is a
great place to bring that up. You can talk about a range of reasons for your interest,
such as their culture, areas of practice or values. Relating this interest research to your
own skills, assets and attributes will provide a comprehensive response. Mentioning
times that you have interacted with employees at the firm (such as at careers events)
and any particular cases the firm is running or clients that they have will further
demonstrate your interest in the firm.
 
Q: Why do you think you are suited for a clerkship?
 
A: When answering this question try to draw on your experiences from your studies,
work, placements and extra curricular activities. Your interviewers don’t expect you to
have ample experience in the field, so try to draw on your skills, assets and ability to
overcome challenges. Try and be confident in yourself and your own capabilities.
 
Q: Can you tell us about a time when you overcame a challenge?
 
A: Always try to prepare a few responses for this question, as it is likely to come up
during an interview. When answering this question, make sure that you explain the
problem, your thought process and how your response was both effective and
provided a positive solution.
 
Q: What are your long term career goals?
 
A: This is a great place to consider the values, culture and areas of practice of the firm
that you are interviewing with. If your long term career goals match with the areas of
practice of the firm then make sure you highlight those goals to your interviewer.
Remember though, if you don’t know your definite long term goals that is alright!
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Q: What are your strengths?
 
A: This is a great opportunity to showcase your own self-confidence. Meaningfully
reflecting on your own capabilities and skills can provide a great reflection of your
attributes as an employee. Make sure to remain humble when you answer this question.
 
Q: What are your weaknesses?
 
A: Make sure that when you answer this question you provide examples of how you are
trying to improve these weaknesses and address your own flaws. If possible, try to think
of flaws that don’t have a significant impact on your ability to complete a clerkship.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q: Do you have any questions for us?
 
A: It is always good to think of a few questions that you would like to ask your
interviewers before you attend your interview, as this leaves the impression that you are
keen and interested in the role. Some questions that you could ask about are the day-
to-day tasks in the clerkship program, the values and culture of the firm, the goals of the
firm, the career paths of your interviewers and what work is done by junior lawyers at
the firm. Try not to bring up salary, and you should only discuss salaries if they are
brought up by the interviewer.
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Interview Style
 
Each firm and each interviewer will have their
own style of interviewing. Although this can
be daunting, remember that this means that
none of the interviewees are advantaged by
knowing the precise style of interview that
will be conducted. Most interviews are either
done in a conversational or behavioural style.
This style will also often be influenced by
whether the interviewer is a solicitor or from
the firm’s HR department.
 
Conversational Interviews
These interviews are typically more relaxed
than behavioural interviews. Try to expand
upon what you have written in your CV and
your application. It is a good idea to revise
your application and CV before your
interview.
 
Behavioural Interviews
These kinds of interviews seek to understand
how you respond to certain situations within
the workplace. In these interviews, highlight
how you considered the situation, responded
and produced a positive result. Adopt the
STAR method to effectively respond to
questions about your response to certain
situations.
 

Situation
In this section, provide a summary of the

situation you want to talk about.
 

Task
Then, describe what task you needed to do.

 
Action

Here you want to recount how you
performed the task and overcome

challenges and problems as they presented
themselves.

 
Result

Finally, end by highlighting how your actions
achieved a positive result.

Interview Day
 
Although the day of your interview can often be
stressful, planning how you will respond to the
interview and prepare for the day will help to
reduce any worry that you may have.
 
Arrive early: Arrive at your interview about 10 to
15 minutes before your interview is scheduled to
demonstrate that you are eager for the interview
and the role. This provides a good first impression
to your interviewer. It is always a good idea to
leave extra time for things to go wrong, such as
finding difficulty parking or public transport
running late. If you do think you will be late, call
the appropriate person and provide them with an
estimate of when you will arrive.
 
Dress to impress: Make sure that the outfit you
choose is professional, clean and ironed. Pick out
an outfit the day before the interview to minimise
any stress you may have on the day. Corporate
attire is appropriate; you should also choose
something that makes you feel confident. It is a
good idea to leave enough time to freshen up in
the bathroom before your interview is scheduled.
Hand shake: Be confident and reach out to give
the interview a handshake (provided they seem
okay with this during COVID-19). Smile at your
interviewers and introduce yourself. Try to
remember their names so you can thank them at
the end.
 
Body language: Non-verbal cues make up a
great deal of our communication. Slouching and
fidgeting will often be noticed. Try to maintain
eye contact and good posture to convey your
confidence and capabilities.
 
Listen and be attentive: It is important to listen
and be attentive during your interview. Also try to
provide comprehensive responses that are
succinct so that you don’t ramble.
 
Parting ways: It is always imperative to leave a
good lasting impression with your interviewer.
Thank them for their time and mention that you
hope to hear from them soon.
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FINAL STAGES
Information and cocktail nights
 
Cocktail nights are designed both for the
candidate to get to know the firm better, and
for the firm to have a chance to learn more
about the candidates in the hopes of finding the
most suitable student. It is common practice for
firms to hold multiple information and/or
cocktail evenings during the interview process.
Successfully navigating these nights requires a
number of interpersonal, networking and
communication skills. An additional challenge
that arose in 2020 is when these events became
virtual. 
 
While this may not be the case for all firms in
2022, we recommend that students prepare for
both face-to-face and virtual events. 
 
How to conquer your
information/cocktail event
 
Know the firm: In the weeks beforehand, stay
up to date with the news and current affairs.
The big news stories are great for conversation
starters. A tip to do this is to set up Google
alerts on your email. This means you will
receive daily updates about where the
respective firm has been mentioned in the news
and it is an easy way to stay in the loop. 
 
Make a friend: Information nights also offer
you the chance to meet other candidates (and
your potential colleagues). They are in the
same position as you, and probably just as
nervous, so don’t be afraid to introduce yourself
- it helps to have a friend to share the
experience with! Be open to making a friend
early by starting conversations with people,
whether it be at the front door, in the lift or in
the bathroom! 
 
 
 

Eat and relax beforehand: Eat beforehand -
this means you won’t be uncomfortable and
hungry whilst you’re there (or stuffing your face
with nibbles at every opportunity). If you’re
there for free food, you should’ve stayed in
Newcastle and come to the UNLSA's free coffee
and snack stall!
 

Also, remember that the firms are not
there to find your faults. 

 
By being invited to these events, you’ve

already made a good impression, and the
event is your opportunity to show why

you are the best fit for their firm. 
 

You can only do this by staying relaxed
and being yourself.

 
Where to put your hands: If you are worried
about your hands, try to keep them clasped
behind your back or in front of you. Nervous
fiddling won’t do you any favours. You could
even keep a drink in one hand to keep your
hands occupied (just make sure you aren’t
constantly drinking the contents!). 
 
Don’t get drunk: Cocktail nights are often the
last formality before the clerkship offers are
released. Don’t celebrate too hard, too early.
The free alcohol may be tempting, but drinking
too much will not help your prospects. 
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To allow the applicant to consider their options,
firms will release all their offers on the same
day. These will be made via phone calls, emails
or mail. The NSW Law Society has strict
requirements as to when applicants must accept
or decline offers received. 
 
Check this guide, above, for the relevant dates.
If you have received offers at multiple firms, it’s
best practice to thank your interviewing
partners, even if you will not be accepting an
offer from the firm. 
 
PLEASE NOTE: Other states have
clerkship opportunities that abide by
different dates, so keep that in mind!
Further, if you are unsuccessful: A
clerkship is by no means the only way to
embark upon a legal career. The skills
you would have gained from the process
- in developing your CV, interview skills,
and networking skills - are not to be
undervalued.

Go and meet new people
You have nothing to lose! Use this opportunity
to speak to as many representatives of the firm
as possible. Do not simply target partners, but
speak with graduates and junior lawyers - they
can give you some real insight into the life of the
firm. 
 
It can also help with later interviews to mention
any meaningful encounters you might have had
with these firm members. 
 
Don’t try and have the most impressive
conversation of your life, be yourself!
Travel stories, previous jobs, volunteer work,
even your favourite subject are all great topics
of conversation that will help you make a
positive impression. Being yourself will give you
the best chance to demonstrate that you are a
confident candidate with great initiative and
communication skills.
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WHERE TO APPLY

There are a large number of clerkship opportunities available in various organisations,
including commercial law firms, government bodies and professional services. 
 
 

Commercial law firms:
Allen & Overy

Allens
Ashurst

Baker McKenzie
Bird & Bird
Clayton Utz

Clifford Chance
Clyde & Co

Corrs Chambers Westgarth
DLA Piper
Gadens

Gilbert + Tobin
Herbert Smith Freehills

Holding Redlich
HWL Ebsworth

Johnson Winter & Slattery
Jones Day
K&L Gates

King & Wood Mallesons
Lander & Rogers
Marque Lawyers

McCullough Robertson
Mills Oakley
MinterEllison

SWS Lawyers 
William Roberts Lawyers

 
Government bodies:

Associateships
Australian Law Reform Commission

Australian Securities and Investment Commission
Federal and NSW Government Departments

 
Professional services:

Deloitte
Ernst & Young

KPMG
PricewaterhouseCoopers
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For students who identify as an Aboriginal
and/or Torres Strait Islander, there are many
clerkship programs and positions that may be of
interest to you. We have listed a few of these
programs and opportunities below which you
may wish to apply for. If you have any questions
on the below opportunities, please reach out to
Jasmin L’Green by emailing: 
indigenous@unlsa.com.au
 
Gilbert & Tobin: have a specific Indigenous
Cadetship program for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander students at any stage of their
degree from any university with the purpose of
addressing the underrepresentation of
Indigenous peoples in the legal profession.
Working one or two days per week, you’ll
participate in a staggered program of work
experience that is responsive to your level of
experience, including the opportunity to work
as a paralegal. See the firms website for more
information here:
 
 
 
 
 
 
Allens Linklaters: offers a First Nations internship
program that has been running since 2006 to
provide Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
students an opportunity to experience working
in a commercial legal environment. Previous
interns have gone on to become paralegals,
clerks and graduates at Allens. For more
information, see here: 

CareerTracker Indigenous Internship Program:
provide paid 12-week summer internships and
clerkships for students in all year levels from all
degrees. You will be matched in a role that
aligns your chosen field of study and your future
career aspirations. CareerTrackers have over 200
employment partners across Australia including:
Clifford Chance, Herbert Smith Freehills, Norton
Rose Fulbright, Indigenous Business Australia,
Gadens Lawyers, Baker McKenzie, NSW Crown
Solicitors Office and Terri Janke and Company.
For a full list of employment partners, see here:
 
 
 
 
 
 

To register your interest in the program
follow the prompts in the link here:

 
 
 
 
 
 
Aurora Internship: provides an excellent
opportunity for students and graduates to
consider a career in the native title and/or
broader Indigenous sector. Interns are hosted by
organisations working in native title, land rights,
policy development, research and social justice,
all with an Indigenous focus. These internships
are Indigenous focussed but are open to
Indigenous and non-Indigenous applicants.

INFORMATION FOR ABORIGINAL AND
TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER STUDENTS 
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For more
information and a
list of current host

organisations,
please see the
website here:



OUR
SPONSORS 
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